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ABSTRACT 
The US/IBP Island Ecosystems IRP has made considerable use of computer 
processing for analyzing its data. As a result, many sets of machine readable 
records have been created. These include data, programs, and procedures for 
running the data with the programs. These items have been archived so that 
they may be used in the future. This report lists available items, describes 
the facilities used in processing the data, and discusses some of the aspects 
of operating a data bank. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The objectives of the data processing activities have centered on providing 
the support necessary to perform computer analyses of data collected by the 
US/IBP Island Ecosystems IRP. To accomplish this a very wide range of activities 
has been undertaken. 
A brief description of the typical analysis procedure for hygrothermograph 
charts will serve as an example of the diversity of tasks involved in the Data 
Bank operations. Hygrothermograph chart records are manually read and the 
hi-hourly values are recorded on data sheets. These sheets are keypunched and 
the listings from these records are manually verified for accuracy. These data 
are then run through a program (designed and written by Data Bank personnel) to 
get daily and monthly mean and extreme values. The listings from this program 
are prepared for duplication. The monthly mean and extreme values are then 
entered into a general plotting program (also designed and written by Data Bank 
personnel) which plots the monthly values throughout the year. Other plots 
such as climate diagrams, are also constructed. Finally, the raw data and the 
plot-instruction data are archived on the Data Bank disk pack and a back-up 
tape is generated. It should be noted that the process of extracting raw data 
and verifying its transcription also frequently involves the time-consuming 
need to confirm the original recorded values. 
After the analysis of particular data is completed, the data, the programs 
(unless they were commonly available elsewhere), and the procedures for running 
the programs with the data (unless they were routine), are stored in their 
machine-readable form as part of the Data Bank. There has been no attempt to 
collect data which are not also intended for analysis. In all, some 85,000 
records have been added to the Data Bank and will be maintained for future use. 
The purpose of this report is to give a brief overview of what items are 
in the Island Ecosystems Data Bank. The contents of all of the items are 
available as printed listings; a complete set of these listings is maintained 
in the Botany Department, University of Hawaii. The instructions for using the 
programs are either available in other reports or publications or are in the 
process of being prepared. 
FACILITIES 
The data processing activities have used the facilities of the University 
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of Hawaii Computing Center. At the end of 1974, the Computing Center underwent 
a change in computers from the IBM 360/65 to the IBM 370/158. Both systems 
use the OS MVT operating system and support the TSO and APL interactive terminal 
systems. The Project has leased a mountable disk pack for a 2314 disk drive. 
This disk pack is stored at the Computing Center. We expect to purchase this 
disk pack to store our data for future use. 
The Project has leased a Date! 1030 terminal (similar to an IBM 2741) which 
uses the computer by a telephone-line connection through an accoustical coupler. 
A Hewlett-Packard flatbed plotter has been available for use with this terminal 
and a Cal Comp drum plotter has been used at the Computing Center. A shared 
keypunch was rented for the earlier portions of the project but its use was 
entirely superceded by the entry of data from the time-shared terminal. 
The Data Bank has been staffed by one full-time programmer/data analyst, 
Virginia Carey, the part-time services of K. W. Bridges, and hourly data 
preparation by Sarah Wirawan. The early activities were performed by Sandra 
Yamashiro. 
ACTIVITIES AND PROCEDURES 
The Data Bank activities have been numerous. The activities associated 
with the analysis of the climate data, however, have dominated all of the 
others. The community analysis aspects of the Data Bank have also been a major 
activity. 
Considerable effort was spent in creating a data processing environment 
which would have clearly defined procedures for performing even the most 
complex series of analyses and which would minimize the ad hoc treatment of 
each problem. Easy access to data, centralized data storage, and security from 
loss were also important goals. It was envisioned that eventually each Data 
Bank user would be able to access the data files (sometimes called data sets) 
apd 
and programs he needstto carry out data set updating and analysis with no 
assistance from the Data Bank staff. In practice, however, it is almost always 
necessary for the staff to create appropriate procedures for each user and 
provide considerable assistance in their use. While the original goal is 
still considered desirable, the current facilities and our understanding of how 
to use them have not allowed us to achieve this goal. An attempt to provide 
such a "hands on" use of the computer for some small statistical analyses is 
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described by Bridges (1975). 
The general operational philosophy of the Data Bank has been to build each 
data set and store it "on line." In this way the data set is available for use 
without any operator assistance in mounting tapes or disk packs. This has 
allowed us to test, and often do production runs, from the time-shared terminal. 
The data analysis programs have also been kept on line. When either data or 
programs are not in active use, or for security from loss, it has been necessary 
to move them to the Data Bank disk pack for archiving. Early in the Project, a 
series of programs were developed to do this. Recently, however, all archiving 
has been done with the Panvalet programs (available for lease or purchase from 
Pansophic Systems, Inc). The use of these programs has greatly simplified the 
archiving procedures. 
The Data Bank is also archived for security on a magnetic tape. Two tapes 
are alternated in this procedure to guard against failure. These are the only 
tapes in use in the Data Bank. No tab cards are used as a storage medium. 
CONTENTS OF THE DATA BANK 
A listing of the current status of the Island Ecosystems Data Bank is 
given in Table 1. The entries are given in alphabetical order by the name of 
each item. 
There are essentially three kinds of items stored in the Data Bank: data, 
programs, and job control language (JCL). Data are identified as either DATA 
or as OTHER. Programs are identified by either the programming language which 
has been used (FORTRAN or PL/1) or as an OBJECT module. This latter type is 
produced by compiling a program. 
The status of the library and the activity report are given on the last 
page of the directory listing. See Table 2 for details. 
A rough categorization by the general use of each item in the Data Bank is 
given in Table 3. It can be seen that the majority of the data in the Data 
Bank are either associated with the climate or community analysis activities. 
PL/1 was the programming language favored for all types of analyses. The sets 
of JCL are used almost exclusively for running the community analysis programs. 
These JCL sets often contain small amounts of data required to run the analyses 
according to some special constraints. 
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TABLE 1. Directory listing of the Island Ecosystems Data Bank. The 












A unique data set name consisting of up to 10 alpha-
numeric characters~to Z and 0 to 9). 
The current modification level number of the data 
set. This number is increased by one each time the 
data set is successfully updated (modified). 
Internal description or language ~ of the data 
set. The Island Ecosystems library contains the 
following types: FORT (fortran), PL/1, JCL {job 
control language), OBJCT (object), DATA, and OTHER 
(usually text). 
Status describes the current use and activity of the 
data set. All of the Island Ecosystems data sets are 
in TEST, ACTIVE, and ENABLEd status. 
MM/DD/YY. The date of last access or reference to 
the data set. 
Total number of statements or lines in the data set. 
The action last performed on the data set since the 
last directory listing was printed. Actions are 
abbreviated as follows: ADD-ADDED, UPD-updated, 
REN-renamed, RES-restored, COM-comment. 
A user-comment record containing up to 50 characters 
of user-defined information. 
-·-----·---------------------------------
~NIVERSITY OF HAWAIIo MG~T. SYS. OFFICE VER 07/23/75 PAGE SERIAL 
___ l_ BP ._p_~_NL,_:I::_:B::.__ _______ _ 
______ fl~_Q _____ j_6_._£_9.._ 5 8~----~·-1'-----~-'"----''----------
---1\AME LVL -·- ----T'i'PE--5i~ACCES5~CJ5TATERENi5AC'..,.T _____ CC:MMENTS ---- -- --------· 
.aSBREV 1 PL/1 TAE 05/29/75 70 * GENE~ATf:S SPECIES A£:lAREVlATIONS FROM f\A'-'ES 
--ibbRT.t.B""1 ____ _,lc------.D~Af_A_TAE-1H72377s 22-7 COM * ff!p--{>A.J?l'fciPANTS- ADDR-ES-S-LA-BELS <----------
---.iCDRLM32 1 DAT·A-TACC7723T75 449-coM-.-I...otAL -NON:.;.I HP r..-·aut..:aF:..;STA-TE -ADDRESS LABELS 
#LGAE 1 DATA TAE 05/29/75 979 * MSD(M.S.DOTY):ALGAE DATA 
___ _l!,_(;~~l,S 2 PL/ 1 T AE 05!Z.2/7.~-----;:!36 -~_MSO: LlSJ S_Al,...GAf_O~_:L~_IN_D~T.AJL 
--AL~AEl PL/1--TAE 06/T7T75 42 * M5lY!CHAI'-iGES-ALGAC-;.')A-T~to-()Nr5Fq'::ciES PER RECORD 
JILGAE2 1 PL/1 TAl:: 05/29/75 175 * MSD:PRINTS TABLES C~=" ALGP.E DATA BY SPECIES 
.tLGPU f\C:_._H_,_ ____ ~1 _____ --'-;PL/l TAE C 5/29/75 171 ____ * __ MSD: R~FORMAT _Af',ID_eUNCH_.ll.LGAE_DA.TA_(A.RD_S_,_------
---.4LGSPSS 1 J-CL ___ TAE ___ 667tt':/75 32 * DOTY: CNTL _PGM FOR SPSS RUN ON ALGAE DATA 
--EERLY¢1 2 DAi'A-TA_E_C.6h 7/75 _____ 929 * RAoovsi<v/T-ENDRfo: aERLESE-DATA- FOR-YEAR--i "--------
EERLY~2 2 DATA TAE 06/17/75 3.971 * RAOOVSKY/TFNORIO:eEqLESE DATA FUR YEAR ? 
---e i QDAT A·------;::1----- DATA--or AEO 5729 /7~5-------:;1;--•-"-~;;.'> 1 9 * st ( sHE I i_ A--caN AN Tl : -Fii RD -D-ATA ----------
--e IR o A r A 1 1 o A r A--it. E.- -c 51 2 9 /7 s 1 • o 4-5-- * s c : sTF< n A T A sus s E: T : 1 s r rw o- sA r.~ p:-c-L'I.-crc-:o.J"Gc--;:P'""'E"'R~I-::o'""'o:o-s::;--;o;D"E=-=L'E=-:;;T:;::E"o::-----
EIRDl 1 PL/1 TAE 05/29/75 194 * SC!RAW DATA REDUCER FOR BIRD DENSITY STUDIES 
__ P-_G.RLS T ____ _.1, _____ ____o__PI,._Ll __ !_M,O: ___ Q_7 .,1_?3[l;; J3~0f-1 __ >i<__GAS :I='G~:LTO_L IS T __J;:.f_~.A.MB_Y_C:ULDAT..A_ 
---cERAM ------.------=-L71--TA~05729775 i42----.-ANALYZES CfRAMBYC Co ·o-ATA-
<ERAM1 1 DATA TAE 05/2Q/75 525 * GRESSITT/SAMU~LSON CERAMEYCIC DATA 
CESKA 1 2 FORT T AE 0 5/29/75 7~2_ _____ *__ 8ELE:: VE __ V E_RS I ON-: I.D.i=:.~T_{E_I_F;:_S _ _Sp_f:_CJ..£.~=-B.fJ .. _EY.E __ J.iE_QU_,__P~S'----
--, ESKA2 l FORT-TAE-05/ 29/75 836 * CCNSTANCY VF RS I UN 
---C~ARTS-~---1 ---PLIT~- TAE-07/il/75 113----*-PROG TO PRiNT Df:sc-RIPTIVE-TABLEOF PA-INFALL EVENTS 
C~KLIST 1 PL/1 TAE 05/29/75 39 *LISTS PLANT SPECIES. GROUPLD BY FAMILIES 
-·---cFL. MEr c-i"'R'----'<1c---- D-A TA·--r AE:-67/ o 3 /75-------;2;;-:390:------- * -c HL: ~ift R o s i f>E Ro-5 -CiR c u rtF ER-E NCES-IN- M-~--
--c-HCI~rCTR 1 DATA--TAE-(f7/03175 371 * C~L:TREE. CIRCUMFERENCES--IN-MM ________ _ 
COMPACT 1 PL/1 TAE 05/29/75 55 * PACKS COMM DATA SO SEVERAL SP ARE ON CNE RECCRD 
___ CCNy_E_RT ___ 1,__ ____ P._,L_L_!__IP.E __ Q_5.!_?9t!.S 66 * 8EF_()8MAT~_ SP-P.E:.P-_R_E;_£Q~Q_<;:_Q_M!!__D_A_Ip_j_(Q~~C_Y_fR_.A->'-"-----
------cA.vtiEG·------...-----~PL/_1_TAE-05729rr_5 _______ 125 ____ *_<:A[C-DtGREt5*0AYS-ABOVE- V~THPf-SHTf'f.ip--;-H-CiTE "4P ----
CEHREL1 1 DATA TAE 05/29/75 169 * HARDY RELEVE DATA• UNCCMPACTED 
CEHREL2 ~1 ______ DATA TAE 05/?9/75 ____ :30 ____ *_0f:HPf:LI CCMPACTED_ ·-------------------------
--L'OHREL3 ____ _.li----- 6ATA-TAF ii5/29/7S 12Q ____ *_ __ ~ELFCT UUTPUT -~JS!I..J_(;_QEtH-<f-_1. .. 2 __________ =-:,------------
-CH:fC·-- 1 DATA-TAE-06/·)z:,li5 101 * .JOHN PORTI::.R KILAUEA S~>'ALL ~AMMf,L DIET DATA 
CJET2 1 OATA TAE 06/02/75 ____ 191 * JOHN POfnER MAUNA LOA TR SMALL MAM~~AL DIET OA'-T!..!A,_ ____ _ 
----orF-T 3 _____ ----"1,____ PtJi-r.AE--56/02/75 1 36-----.--Jot-iN .. f>llRTtrL~·1A.L:L:~-:-Mill-i~·~At.::-=:RfE:_LANAi::x_~_Is~~~(;M. __________ _ 
----C!ET4. 1 PL·;y--TAE-t6/c)2/75 14r'J * JOHN PORTER SMALL MA••WAL DlET ANALYSIS PGM; Vff':l 2 
CMDC0'-'1Y1 1 JCL TAE 06/02/75 121 * DMD:COMMUI\ITY ANALYSIS JCL-38 RELEVES FROM DMOREL2 
___ J;l'QCI:;:_,.,M2.__ ___ ~1 _____ J~I, __ T ~E_Qf,/ Q2(15 124 * ___ Q_IV;D: COr-IHU.~l LY_A~ AL_Y:_S_JS___J_C:L-..QM.QR EL2_GRASS___RfLE\I_.~..E~S,____ __ _ 
---Cf.HKDIVM3 J<:~ATu6l"J2775 123 * DMD: cot'-\,'-lUr;.rn'-ANALYS-1 s-JCL-DMDr)ET::2-rRtT5-Ex-PANDED 
C"'DCO~M4 1 JCL TAE t-6/02/75 124 * DMD:COMMU~ITY ANAL JCL-DMDREL2 TREE,SHRUA.GRASS 
C M8C C to! to/5 1 J CL T AE 0 6/(•2 /75 _1 2~-----*-Q'-10_: COM_M _ A_~L __ J C:L-·()t~.PRF;L Z____!i__LGttER_!O_I,E_'.'-T RE • S.J:i.BJ..,G'-'R"-'A"-""S'-----
---CIIiDPEL2=-----,2::'.------ OA-~T.(E-0-6)02/75 376 * OMD:RELEVE nATA. COMPACTED 
---CMDREL3 1 DA_iA_TAE-66/02/75 ______ 340 --------DMD!-SELECT-OUTPLTTF OR 42-RTLEVES 
C"Dl~'<EL2 
--CUNCAN 
--c~a1 r73 __ _ 
------------------------·----------
----~--
LNIVE~SITY OF HAWAII, ~GMTo SYSo OFFICE 
___ I Sf>_., P "1\L ,._1_.,.8'---------------------
---!'>AME LVL 
VER 07/23/7~ PAGE SERIAL 
a.D __________ 16 .2.fa_5_8_ ________ 2___ __ __o_.QA_g_.c.J.. ______ _ 
ECTCRATS 1 DATA TAE 06/02/75 2o930 * RAOOVSKY/TOMICH RODENT-ECTOPARASITES CATAoY~S 1&2 
----Ec To v P C~1--:_-_-_-_-__,-'2t~~-----'oAr~t AE--C 6io 2/7 5::-------"1 ~ :190 * ~~A o-IJ v sl<v ifb r~ I CI~--R o-DEI,i-T- E cr OPAR A si TE S_CA.I~_L-Yf'.__..__ ____ _ 
-------tCTbv¢£:2 2 DATA--TAC66/o2.l75 1~540 _____ *RADOVSKY/TO~ICH-RODENT.:-ECTDPARASii'c-S CATA, YR 2 
ELLEN 1 DATA TAE 06/02/75 100 * COMM ANALYSIS TEST DATA! OUTPUT FROM S~LECT,25 REL 
___ E:_ZPLOT 1 PL_I'_l_ __ T_.l\_E__Q_t;>/02/75 51_0 * GEN.ERP.L __ p_UpPOSC_lNf'V_T_S_T_P_EA_M__[)l8EC.JE!2___E>_LOTTli\G PGM 
----!:243-<• 74 1 DATA--n\E07Jo3/75 1 .523 * w-;-sfE!NEk:of1oS:n-rj~if[ASPECH: s-5At-A 
FJRCO~~l 1 JCL TAE 06/16/75 121 * FJR/JAT:PITFALL YR 1 COMM ANALYSIS JCL 
FJRCC,..M2 .._l ____ __,..JCL TAE 06/16/75 12_1 * fJR/JAT_: __ PITfALL __ Y82_ COI-'M_AI\JALY.SlS_....JCL=----=-=-=---=-------
-----TJR.SPSS___ 1 JCL--TAE -0-6/16/75 64------"'-* fJR :_cNTL PGMS F08 __ SPSS_8WHS.~E'J l".fALL.Jf_E£LE_SE___[l_;U_~-----
---rJR 1REL1 1 DAT~TAE---0-6/ i6/75 2 .4<i7 * -F.JR: PITF-ALL Co r-IM ANAL DATA- SORTED. NOT C C"'PAC TE.D 
FJR2REL1 1 DATA TAE 06/16/75 702 * FJR!PITFALL Y2 COMM ANAL DATA-SORTED.~OT CO~PACTED 
---FCPSP ___ _;2~----~6 ATA--T AE_6_6 76 2) 7 5~------:o79-8c-----~*- F I_ owtfiiNG P L_ ANi -s-PECIEs- Tt-l 1--ir-voi..: cAr\ioE-SNAT-PARi<------
--FUNG I 1 1 FO~TAE-05/30/75 129 * PAUL-DUNN--sl;.;,i L.i,-RfTV toEF- PGM--FOR -FUNG-I--· 
FUNGI2 1 DATA TAE 05/30/75 404 * PAUL DUNN FUNGI DATA 
__ F_Ut-jG I 3 2 FORT T AE__Q.,'5_/.30L7_!5 !:l::F *._PAIJL __ DUNN_ EUNG l __ A.NALYSlS_f'GM_BE~~Ba.ue ___ _ 
ruNG I4 1 FoRT---i-AEo513o775 22o * PAUL ouNN t=ONGTANA.CvsTs- PGM--toNNE:_x _____________ _ 
FUNGI5 1 FORT TAE C5/30/75 78 * PAUL DUN~ FU~Gl AI\ALYSIS PGM STATION 
GENE:.DAT2 1 DATA TAE 05/30/75 _8_ * Ko_Co_SUNGDATA_ f0::LGENEE>002 ________________________ _ 
--(ENEPG02 1 -FOR·T--T AE-65/:30/75 89 * __ S I M _OF_ GENE Ff~EQ_\'1 l HLVP . .f' __ f>fJP _ _s_t ZE;._ SEL.EC L___ ________ _ 
--(:.220_____ l DATA ____ TAE--05/30/75 fo * M420C-RAI!I WEEKLY RAINFALL DATA- 711C25 THRU 711227 
G221 1 DATA TAE 05/30/75 26 * M42CO-_RA'ti__V/FEKL.Y_BAINFALL, __ QAT~.::__72P103 ___ THRI_J_ __ 72_Lf?.2.Q ___ _ 
---(; 2 22---------'1'------ 6-.i, TA --TA E---05 /3 c/7 5- 2 ~ * M 4 2C 0 -R A \II . WF EK L 'f __ 8 A I N FALL DATto::: _? 20 _7 0 3 ___ IHRLL7 212 2..5___ _ 
---<::<?23 1 OATA ____ fA-E-C5/30i'75 26 * M4200~RI'<I.J WEEKLY RAINFALL DATA- 7301 Cl Tt-<RU 73Co25 
G224 1 DATA TAE 05/30/75 26 * M420C-RAW WEE~LY R4INFALL DATA- 73C7C2 THRU 731224 
___ G_2 2~ -----~1 _____ __,[)~TA _ _l.~ _ L_Q5,11 Q.!_"? 5 2. 6 * _M~ 2C Q_~8 A ill_ __ w t: E K LY __ Rl<l N f'AL L_D liTA.=__1_::12.3J _..IltR U _2{o__(· 6 2. 4 ___ _ 
----G-226 1 DAYA--TAE-05/ 30-/75 ______ 26 * M420 0-RAW wEEKLY RA I NF ALLDA TA~-74(;7f.rTHRl)7L; 12? 3 
G227 1 DATA TAE 07/23/75 26 COM * M4200-RAW WEEKLY RAINFALL DATA- 74123C THRU 75t623 
(230 ----~1~ ______ DAT_A ___ TAE 05/30/75 9 _____ ;: __ M 54C 0-PAW Wf::EKL 'f' ___ R A IN FALL. DATA- _7101 (. 4 ___ TliPl1._71C. 3Cd ____ _ 
G23i 1 DATA T AE--05/ 30/7!) L]' ____ * __ i\1!54(\1)-R A vt _WE EKL 'f __ R A ( NF ALl.._ DA TA-__ 71 . .:CJ01L JHPU_[l_C' 621:1 ____ ,_ 
---G23[--- 1 --DATA-TAE 05/30/is·-- 26 * M54CO-RA\fl WEEKLY RAINFALL DATA- 710705 THRU 711227 
C: 2 33 1 DATA TAE C 5/30/75 26 * M !54C O-R A W WE EKL Y __ R,~ I Nf= f.\LJ_ __ D~T A,_-__ 7 _20 l Q 3 __ T HRL)_ [?P '52Q___ __ _ 
-----(234 ~1~-----0A-TA ____ TAE--05/30/75 -26 ----=-;;.-- iA 5400-:RA w- WFE:!<L 'I'___.R A I NF ALl,_ DAJ "'-~J2')7 ~ 3 __ Tf1RU_Z2.122.-::!:-----
--G235___ 1 -DAT~TAE-05/30/75 2.6-- - *--M5400-RAW WEEKLY R4INFALL DATA- 7.~G11';1 ThRU 73C·625 
G236 1 DATA TAE 05/30/75 26 * M540G-RAW WEEKLY RAINFALL DATA- 73C7C2 THRU 731224 
---~2_:p 1 DA I.A __ T_AE._ _ _051'_.3Q/"l.5c___ _____ 2_Q _'L_t~5400::8 AW __ WE EKLY__BAJNE ALL_.D_A LA~_.7:H23 L.I t"R.U __ L4_C..6.2._A ____ _ 
G238 1 DATA--TA_EO_S/ 3oTt5 26 * M54CO-F<AW ·wEEKLYF'fA:-INF-ALL DArA.-=--74o7tq--tH-Rir741-22 3---
G23~ 1 DATA TAE 07/23/75 26 COM * M!5400-RAW WEEKLY RAINFALL DATA- 741230 ThRU 75(623 
--~2t>CIL_ ______ ~lL-____ --':'D A T_~_IAE._O 51..3C il.'f2 _____ __j_Q'------* .M 6 60.0 -EI AW. _'tlf' EKL_"i_R_A I NfPLL _D_i\ TA.=__7 UO 2 5____I_!:1Ru__ 1.Lt22...2_ __ _ 
G241 l DA_T_A _ _l'"AE~05/ 30L75 ____2_2_ * __ M ccQ:J_~B_AW_WE.fKL'L.BATNF 1'\LL._DI'\ TA-___.72_r_l__r._.LI_HBJ.L1.2..Q_52..2_ __ 
---G-242 l DATA TAE 05/30/75 4 * M6600-RAW WEEKLY RAINFALL DATA- 72C605 THRU 72(•626 
G243 1 DATA TAE 05/30/75 26 * M6600-RAW WEEKLY R~INFALL DATA- 720703 THRU 7212?5 
---G2-44 __ __..._1 _____ ---"oDAT~i..O:£c.5/3o775 -----2~6·---------"*:... M.R.6:0ci::.RA...W wEEKi::Y ~i!EfiLC--:i:l...\rA-- t~Qi.Q.1_T_t:i~_l.L7j~62.s"-----
---G24-5 l DATA--TAE-05/30/15 26 * M6600-RAW WEEKLY RAINFALL DATA- 73v702 THRU 731224 
lNIVE~SITY OF HAWAII. ~G~T. SYSe OFFICE 
___ !_BP • PAI'L IB 
LVL 
VER 07/23/7e PAGE SERIAL 
______________ 8 e_Q _______ Lt;.._~Q.0_B ________ 3 ____ ()_0._4..42_1_ _______ _ 
COMMENTS 
f246 1 DATA TAE 05/30/75 2~ * Mb600-RAW WEEKLY RAINFALL DATA- 731231 THRU 74(624 
--( 24 7~-----~1-----~D~A T A 1" AE .. o5/3 C. i 7 =5------2 3.:-----:::*- M 6.60 6 =RAW wE: F.K. L.v"RTiNi= AL l.-0A.TA-:::-i4 c~7 c1TtifiiJ741z 2c::c3'-----
----c;24e 1 DAfA-TAE--07/23/75 26 COM *-M6coo:::f<A~-wFE.KLYRA-tNF.Ai..Lo.A'(.A:::-74i23(l""i't=iRU75C62-3 
G25C 1 DATA TAE 05/30/75 9 * K5400-RAW WEEKLY RAINFALL DATA- 710104 THRU 71C3C1 
__ <:_2 -~~ 1 DATA TI\~_Q5L3()(? 5 1 7 * J<:: 5!1? 0.:-:R.;W_'tiE E KL.Y __ RAI Nft-L!..._.D AT~ -_]_lCL3C' !LI_H.E!.L.L.lll.6.21L_ __ 
---(';25 ----D-Ail<_t_A~05/3o775 26 * K5400-RAW-WEEk[v-·RATNFAC-c-oAfA~-71C7C5 THRU 711227 
C253 1 DATA TAE 05/30/75 26 * K5400-RAW WEEKLY RAINFALL DATA- 720103 THRU 72C626 
G254 1 DATA TAE 05/30/75 ?,6 * K540n:-R,;W WE:F.KLY_BAINFALL_l}ATA--__72Q](';l_IH.RJ.L..2.2J..2 ... 2~5.,__ _ _ 
--(255 1 DATA-TAE--05/.10/75 26 * K5400-RAW \liEEKLY RAINFALL DATA.- 7:3010.1 THRlJ 73(625 --~~56 1 OAT ~fAE--65/3 6/7 5 26 * K 54n (f..;;R A wwE: E.K:Cv-R A lr\if::"AL_l.._DA TA .::-yji) i 6.2 --rH"RtT73122 4'----
G257 1 DATA TAE 05/30/75 26 * K5400-RAIN WEEKLY RAINFALL DATA- 7:31231 THRU 74('624 
--G25a 1 o·ArA----rA"E"o5730/75 26 * K54oo=RAw-wl=cKi.:v·-·RAINFAL"Lo.At~74-6-7o 1 THRU 741223 
<:25-9 1 DAT-A-TAE-07/2::31"75 26 COM * K~4o0-::RAW--WEEKLY-R-AINFALCOATA-74T23CTHRU 75C_.6..,2~3----
HEADLST 1 PL/1 TAE 05/30/75 175 * PROGRAM TO LIST DATA WITH A HEADER 
___ _t::uT EMP 1 PL/ 1 T_~f_j)_?_!' 11 . ./_:t~ 336 * P~ G_G_f'F{LNT$ ___ TE::I:1F'_Ld_til.JM..IQ _ _l_MO\L,.f;:_$_:_r;_ldL"t'__M_~~B...;.N_G~E~S._ __ _ 
~~0·1 1 DATA TA-E:v5/.30T15 13 *-LISflNG-Rt:Af>ER~RAW.'IiEEKCY-RAINFAD.::-·o:e;-fA 
H002 1 DATA TAE 05/30/75 15 * LISTING HEADER-RAW DAILY TEMP & HUMIDITY DATA 
~005 1 DATA TAE 05/30/75 12 * LISTING HEADER-STORAGE RAIN GAGE DATA ·--t=007~_:=_=_-:::_---~1-------=DAT~TAE.05/3oT75 13 * LIST ING--HEADER~-STE INF:R 0.S DROSOP~-iTLi-A DATA=-:------
--fC08 1 [)AtA--TAC05/30775 i 1 * LIST lNG- HEAOER.:.-PORTER 0 S-RODENT. STOMACH-D~TA 
~009 1 DATA TAE 05/30/75 8 * LJ$Tif'lG HE:ADER-CESKA DATA-TRIESTe FORr.'AT 
--Fe fl) __ :=_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_·-::c.;.1~---_-_-_-~_-_-_-~ D A TA-T AE-0 5/ 3 o/7 5 5 * LIsT IN G H FADER :.:cON-ANT I 5 .BIRD -OAT;;;---- - ,~~---------
--rOTl 1 DAfA-TAE-OS/30775 5 * T1sT lNG--HFAlJER:.:RAW 56LAR_P_.AoiATION-DATA 
~012 1 DATA TAE 06/16/75 12 * LISTING HEADER-FJR/JAT PITFALL (CP BEPLESE) DATA 
__ g:_f_IL_F ·---~1 _____ () ~ I~~---T A~ _!)J_/ 2 3/]5 459 --~ .. Q1L.'I< __ _NA ME • .;DD RESS ~T F:LEF'tG NF- I RF'_ I Nf O __ f:OR_P_G}I_j[)EN.I .. _____ _ 
--J~TlRELl DAT~~AE.06/l6l7~--8R3 ___ *_FJR:AE.RLE$E: vi-CoMr•CAf\;AC-5A"tA~SORfFD-;~cT·cc~P-ACT~--
~AT2REL1 1 DATA TAE 06/16/75 3.850 * FJR:BERLESF Y2 COMM ANAL DATA-SORTfO,~CT CO~FACTED 
KFRYR1 1 DATA TAE 06/03/]5 55~ *_UTOMICH/RADOVSKY. ROIJENT-ECJOPARASITE_QAT~..1_KFR,YB_L_ __ _ 
---t(FRYR~2_-_____ -;.1 _____ -?DAT A--f AE--06/03,1_]5 528 >!<_TOM I C..H/R ADOVSK.Y ... ~OD~I', I:-f:_C..J.Qf' ARJISJ_T.f __ QAI.A..t KFR, YR 2 
----ctREL2 1 DATA--t-AE--C-6/()2/75 95 * LINDA CUDDIHY THESIS DATA: HVNP RELEVES 
LCPEL3 1 DATA TAE 06/02/75 89 * LINDA CUDDIHY! CESKI\ INPUT FORM 
LEEP 0 1:.-____ 1 _____ ~0 AT-A~ AEO 6/0 2/7 5 ~ ff..:===-· .. .J UHt:-1 i: EE PER.; J>i_ OT 3 Q_j)A T ~...}cYR~_Tf 8 M_l "!..A.LGFLQtl!:i _______ _ 
--·CEEP02 1 DAT.,...--TAE.-06/02]75"------102 * JOHN LEEPER: PLOT 3D DATA FOR ADULTS 
LEEPC3 1 DATA TAE 06/02/75 90 * JOHN LEEPER: PLOT3D DATA FOR SMALL NY~PHS 
_ __b_EEPP4 1 Dt< T A _J _ _.;E~_Q[Q..Z/75 92 * JQHN _LFE;F'ER;_P.LOT312__QAIA_£0fLEG __ \.L;;;>---------------
~EP05 1 DAi~E06/02/75 76 * JGHN-L:E"EFlRf-PLDf~f()-!SATA t'OR LARGE NY~PHS 
LOGRAIN 1 DATA TA~ C6/02/75 97 * PLOT3D DATA FOR MONTHLY LOG RAIN ON TRANSECT 
~FSRFL2 1 DATA TAE 06/02/75 26 * STONFR: FUNGI RFLEVE DATA 
--,.-F SR E L 3~------'1'--------=D-A T~TA E--66To277 _ ,5~==::::~---- §_l ----. s ioN!:: R_: _:~r:SR_Ei._L jjJ-_f.q~ r;;-- F_QR CE SK A & S I 11-_._I ,..L""'Ac:::Rc__ _____ _ 
--lo(SbCOM~1 1 JCL TAE-Cf6/T6775 121 * DOTY!COM~UNITY ANALYSIS .JCL 
lo' S DR EL 1 PL /1 T AE 0 6/ 16/7 _ ,5~----,--='4:c_:,5 * R E£.(J.R_~~S_.;L ~~.f__Q-~...!.6 __ F OR CCMM~N AL_::_O U TP U T tv' SOP ELl ---~SDREL-~1----__!1~-------'oD~ATA TAE 06/16/'-;-7~5c__ ___ 1~o563 * OOTY:COM .. 111_A.~.kY..!ilS DATA- SORT~D, NOT CGMPACTED 
--,..-2.7041.4 1 DATA TAE 07/03/75 1,705 * w. STEINER:DROSOPHILA SPECIES DATA 









~280474 1 DATA TAE D7/U3/75 lo796 * w, STEINER:DROSOPHlLA SPECIES DATA 
---I\ AMES 2~----------cD~A TA-fAE-06/03I75 ___ __,~l:-:9-l-----.--oMo:: FILE - f:F-SP NAMES &-ABBRE-~--usE-0 BY AFlBPEV ~--'G"-"-'M--___ _ 
----FAl-KA1 1 DAT~TAF-Ob/02/7-5 42 ___ * __ PAIK.! PLOT3l)-DATA FOR--6~--TV:MIGF<ANS 
PAIKA2 1 DATA TAE 06/02/75 42 * PAIK! PLOT3D DATA FQq Do Sl~ULANS 
__ __P_p_{~PI,-_,_T ____ ~1 _____ __cDATA T A_E 06/_Q2_[]'_5 4C)_!:;i * Fl_A IK: 11-1 I S<:;:_EZPLOT __ RECORDS_£_()8__ _/ifl\.L"Jl2A_NCE_____P_LUI_S__._,-'-E-'I-'C-__ _ 
1 DAiA-TAtiT67o;;;Tts 16 * PA tl<:--T,lHlstlPRTCA"-RtLEVE!YAtA 
1 DATA TAE 06/02/75 40 * PAIK! PAIKREL2 IN FORM FOR CESKA & SI~ILAR 
1 DATA TAE' Ob/02/75 42 *_PAJK: SpECJESDIV(;.BSITY_OAJii____ _ ______ _ ---~1~-------'jcC ___ TAE- 66/62/75-------'55 ____ * _PANVALEI PRQCS_ffJJL PANU!'J• __ E'~t-.!Of"f .__e_~_U,._LSG_PANDU~----






F!TFYR2 1 DATA TAE 06/17/75 702 * RADOVSKY/TENORIO PITFALL DATA, VR 2 
--PCit.NF:ATN72 __ .;.1-----~DA~fAE0-6/o2/75~-----'-3T ____ * __ EZPLl.JT D.At"A:- -A-NNUALRA fi'J-T9-7"2--=--ev-ELFVA-TI~c,_-~N-..,.·=-====----
---Pl.Kd/.C IK 1 DATA.--fAE:-67/-23/75 86 COM * SPAT :Z/or.io: EZPLOT DATA.::-KILAUfA-FDREST-KOA DIAMETER 
FLKOACIKP l DATA TAE 07/23/75 77 COM * SPATZ/DMD:EZPLOI DATA-KIPUKA PUAULU KCA OIAWETE~ 
__ P_L,.~54CLD._._[ ___ _,2~------'D"-"A TA TAE 06_.{_02/_1'_5 ~56 * EZPLOT ___ D_I\T A,: __ __t<5~_._LLJ.MA_TE_D_l.AGRA_f'-I_S___-___l_9_L2__._7_.3_~,_,7'-'4"-------
F LK54TUP OAI A-TAlo-067~ 2/-7 5 2 2 4 * E Z PU'ff- [) ATA':-K. 54-;-- t (.JIJ 0 LA fTVE-RTIN----=.---1972-;7 3 , 7 4 
PLK54HUM 2 DATA IAE 06/02/75 300 * EZPLOT DATA! K54, HUMIDITY- 1972o73 1 74 
__ _FU<54 ~OF 2 DA Tl1 T AE 06/•)2/75 _____ 29 2 * ____ E ZPLOT __ DATA: _K 54 , __ SA JURAT I Oi\I_D_f,f:_l C l T_~ _____ L972_._7_~-----
PLK54 TEM 2 DA t:A·---T-AE-o6/o2/75 298 ____ * E ZPLOT o ATA: K54, TEMPEt'<ATURE - 1972.73, 74 _______ _ 
--~=T..:k54\I.KRA _____ 2 ______ 6AfA-fAE--oo/'o2/7s 7o 1 * E.ZFiuJt---D ATA:---1<54;-wEEKLY f:>Ai N---::.--197·2-~73, 74 
PLM42CLDI 2 DATA TAE 06/02/75 459 * EZPLOT DATA! M42, CLIMATE DIAGRAMS- 1972,73,74 _____ _ 
--FLM42CURA ---~2-----.......::.DATA TA-E-06/'52175 220 * -EZPLOT-DATAT-M42;-c01-'ULUIVE--RA i'N--.=-1972 ;73, 74 
--H.:M42HU~ 2 n-,HA--T-AE-06/62175 _____ 268-----.- EZPLOT --DATA!-M4z;-HUM IDI iv--...:--19-72~73~-74 ------
FLM42SDF 2 DATA IAE 06/02/75 260 * FZPLOT DATA! M42o SATURATION DEFICIT - 1972 1 73,74 
___ £'_L_fo4~?'f_FM 2 ---~D;')._I~_IAE Of}/_02_05 ______ ~~-Q.- * EZPL_D_I_DATA_!__ _ _M42_,_TEMPE~AI_t.:ef~ __ l_2_72_._7_3 __ 12_4_, __ _ 
---t=L ~4-2 .,.-l<t<"A---~2..----------.--D ATA--1 A'E "1l o )' G 2 77 5 ~)"13'0' * r= l PL 0 T--o A fA~ 4?. ;--w F. E i<.L Y-R ATrT--::::- Ig7,2---; 73--; 74.-----------
PLM54CLDI 2 DATA TAE 06/02/75 456 * EZPLOI DATA: M54t CLIMATE DIAGRA~S- 1972w73.74 
I=LM54 CUR A 2 D -~ T A TAE 06/0 2/7 5 22Q -~·-·EZ PLOT_ D AT ,4; __ M54:t. __ CU MULA J 1_VE;: _ _81\lN__:-__l9 z_z_.n__._::l3._ _____ _ 
-~-I=-LM'04HU-M 2 OAT~AEQ-(jo2/7S ______ 294 * EZPLOT DATA: M54, HUMIOITY- 197_2.73.74 
~-1=l.M54SoF' 2 Di,TA--TAE--66/62/75 29 2----*- E ZPLOT DATA: M54;- SATURATION DEF I Ci'T -=- 1 972.73.74 
PL1·154 TEM 2 OA TA TAE 06/02/75 298 * EZPLOl DATA! M54, TE,V,PERA TURE - 1972,73 • 7.=4'------------~LM541\KR~A---2·-------6Af~AC-06/02.17S 755:----*-·f:ZPLoT:DATACM5-4_, ___ :Wf:EK.l__y_::B!<'iN~:-____ f9z_2_--._"jJ:, 74_~~-
-----.::u~t:,-6Cl()I 2 b-ATA ___ fAE-06/u--2/"75 459 * EZPLOT DATA: M66, CLI~ATE DIAGRAI'I.S- 1972.73o74 
FLM66C~RA 2 DATA TAE 06/02/75 220 * EZPLOT DATA: M66. CUMULATIVE RAIN - 1972,73,74 
____ _____E_L~Q__f,JH\.J_M 2 DA_!_A __ TAE ().(J!._S)2/75 _____ 268 * EZPLO__I_J)A_:r_t~;_Mf>Q__._~Ii__U_M_l!LUL-:___l9_7__2__._23__t_I.._4_ ----------
---FLM66 so~--~,------DATA--t AE o6 /-6 277 s 26 o * EZ:PLot -o-At A-:~6 6. -sA.rUR:.A11 oN --oE.f'1Tn· - 1 g 12. 73, ·r4 
PLM66TEM 2 DATA IAE 06/02/75 266 * EZPLOT DATA! M66o TEMPERATURE - 1972 1 73 1 74 
FLM66~KRA 2 ____ D_!.I~_liE__Q§/02/75 565 ___ ~*"-- EZPLOT__DATA_; __ I>166_~W_f;__E;l$:_L..Y_P_AJ"J- 1<;_1_2 1 73.74 
--F-L(fT3C-- 1 OBJCT TAE 06/•)2/75 1oS2A * TAYLOR 3.,:-D-PLOTS 
--P-L00RAEL72 1 DATA--fAE.-C6fo2F"75 ______ 29 * EZPL-OT--tfATA': -Q-UA-RTERLY F<AlN 1972 - BY ELE.--:-V-:-cAccT~I--=c:-:cN-:-------
1 D A I A I A E 0 6 / 0 2/ 7 5 4 l * E Z PL 0 T D AT A : 0 U A R T E R L Y R A I N 1 9 7 2 - A Y 0 U A R T E R ~1-----~DAl'A----rA'E-06T02/7S--------=-g-'-c--'2· * EZPLOT--tY.ATA:l-972-=73 CLIMATE DIAGRAM - ~~'--"------
1 DATA IAE 0-6/02T75 87~---. j-CHN~i=ioRTER---sMALL ~AMM-,.u:-STOMACH DATA 
~~-----------------~--~~--









R ADEZ 1 _ ___,1;-_____ DA TA TAE 06/03/75 163 _____ *__ EZ~LO! Q_A!A:_ 5_()L__.t,R _ _B/<QJAUQN IN HVNP 
-f;A-G-.6.1(!:;4_7_2__ 1 DATATA-EOi/2.:3/-75:--------"-90 COM * K54 RAIN EVENTS DATA FOR 1972 
RAGAK ~ 473 1 DA fA-TACG7 /23/is 95--coi-1-* K54 RA IN-EVENTS ___ DATA-- FOR--197 3 -----------------~ 
RAGAK~474 1 DATA TAE 07/23/75 1C6 REN * K54 RAIN EVENTS DATA FOR 1974 
__ Fi~ ~~11~_4 7 2 1 D~ !_A __ I A E_Q_?_L?3/ 7 5 $_Q __ QlM_! __ ~_5 4 __ R~J 1\L __ f:_V.E:J'{( S._QA_I_~ __ EO_R_l.972. 
---PAGAM~473 1 DATA-TAEC772-3/75 65 co-M*-M54--RATN-tVENTS-DATA--FOR-T973 ___ _ 
RAGAM~474 1 OATA TAE 07/23/75 RA REN * M54 RAIN EVENTS DATA FOR 1974 
~ AGAPL 74 1 DATA T AE .06/03/75 282_~ __ .!_E ZPLOT (,)_AT A: _R A tN_ c_Y_CNTS .PLOT.s__. __ _l_S?JL ____________ _ 
RAIN-. 1 PLii--TAE-06/03/75 UO * pROCESS wfE:KLY __ 8AJ!'LGA_W~E.____B.EC08GS_U!.f:LliAU.GLE.A.NIL ____ _ 
J";f.fNCGN 1 DATA-TAE-06/03/7-5 215 * CONTOUR DATA FOR WFEKLV RAINFALL ON TRANSECT 
RAIN1 1 PL/1 TAE 07/11/75 115 * PROCESS WFEKLV RAIN GAUGE RF.CORDS 
-~--H Eitil: BL 1 otHER TAE--o6T3oT75 1,_j:jY ____ *_~-BECKEB :~uNFDR ~-~~-iiio_f>jj_c~~BI.B:Cici;;fit."PHY_I__EXI___ 
---FFBCOMM1 1 .JC[ ___ T AE-66/27/"75 125 * BECKER :c CMMU NI TY ANAL VSI S JCL --~---
REBGLCSS 1 OTHER TAE 06/30/75 740 * BECKER:UNFOR~ATTEO (FERN) GLOSSARY TEXT 
__ f._f::ElJ'_L~P 1 DATA TAE __ OQ~~?..IL5 lo.472 -~--8ECKERl_MONIANE __ 8AL!'L.F_O~E_S_L_RELfj<E__{)lLLA_~~-· 
----REBTRFR DATA~-TAE--0-6/-27T75 2.429 * BECKER :R Alii fREE-FERN. bATA ________________ _ 
§:;EDUCE PL/1 TAE 06/17/75 36 * REFORMATS RERLESE & PITFALL CATA FOR CCIJII AI\ALYSIS 
f-<ELSEL =--------~--- _ PL./L __ T AE_ 06/'J 3/7~ ____ __,484 ____ * _ _INTERACTIVE RELEVE_SELfC...II ON_ANO_CESKA-t..SLMJ.LP..R __ Olil __ _ 
~ELSEL3 ;-~~~~-PL/1 TAE 06/03/75 395 -~ __ BATCH. VERSJOI\_ Of=_ 8ELSE:L__________________ ---~-
:0/•TDEf PL/1 T-AE--06/03/"75 42B *SATURATION DEFICIT FRCM TEMP & HUIJIDITY 1-1UTFf'.'P 
SCCOMIIJL ______ .__!_~--·-----JCL TAE 06/03/75 123 * SC:COf'.'MUt>.ITY ANALYSIS JCL- USES SCREL2 E1IRD D.c:Ac-'T'-'A."------
SCC oM~~ 2 1 J cL ___ T-ACo 7/ 2:3 ;ts:o--·-----:1 2i- C.911 -*= s c: coM ~.,uN i iY~=~ f:..l,. 1.. vs r s _::-:.~ cGus Es::__sc; RE ~,._i_B.:i~8o::::__o.A· T A ____ _ 
SC-COMfv3 1 JCL~-TAE--07/23/75 126 COM* SC:COMMUt>.ITY ANALYSIS JCL-USES SCRELl BIRD DATA 
SCIAR30 1 DATA TAE 06/03/75 467 * STEFFAN: SCIARID DATA FOR PLOT3D 






2 PC7-l-TAE o6./G3/75 -74 * tHP.NGE SPFCIEs ___ NUMBER--T(fSPECfES- r~AME 
1 DATA TAE 06/03/75 177 * CONTOUR DATA- HCUR OF OAV VS MONTH- TEMP ~A2,73 
---~1 _____ ---':.':-PI.. L{ __ T A F;_!l6 / 0 3/7 5 :ll.. O ____ __>!c ___ S I M I LA R_l_ T y __ MAT RI X _.f'R OGRA 1-'L_USE..S_.l::l_ELS E '-.__DJ.i..IE.U.I~------· 
~1-~~~-Pl.(L~T .AE_Of>/0.3/?5 ______ 126~ ___ LI:lAW DATA .. fRO IV YS I _8ECOR_[lfE __ I.O_L.ANGLE.'LS ______ _ 
1 DATA TAE 06/03/75 277 * RAW DATA FROM YSI RECCPDE~ FOR HVNP 
5PATZI<GACI 1 DATA TAE C:7/03/75 964 * SPATZ:KOA DIAMETER DAiA -~---·------~SPAtz K ot.~i-t.-'--T.:__ _ 72__ o A t A--it.:E: -Ti; 23775::------:--1-. s3 6 ur>o-~__:_sPA i z; ~<:OA ~~HC: i G tiT OA:rA~-=-:__-=--:====~---=---==~- ________ _ ~-5PATZI<CA1 1 DATA~-TAE--Oi/03-/75 108 * SPATZ!KOA DATA-KILAUEA & KIPUKA PUAULU 
5PATZKOA2 1 DATA TAE 07/03/75 250 * SPATZ:KOA DATA-KILAUEA & KIPUKA PUAULU 
SP_O_t~----- ~---'2,___ _____ E.L_L_j___"'L~J;_QQL__03l_7__5 22_9_ ___ ~ __ SP_ECIES _ __D __ l_YE_RS.LL.'t_C~.L.C.UL_A_I_lDNS_; _ __MQO __ fJ-m_.M__Q_,_E...;Su.E ..... -R"-T-'----'--Bwo.___ _ _ 
-~FERt\S ----.-1---~~-0il.TA T/,-EQ6/03/75 465-=--~~- * FERNS-iNHAWAfi-voTCANT5ES"""NATIONAL-PARK 
5PNAMES 1 PL/1 TAE 06/03/75 109 * RELEVE LISTING PROGRAM; ONE RELEVE PER PAGE 
SPRE:L 1 PL/_L_.I.Af;:_Q6/Q31'75 _____ .53 * COMPACT __ OMD RELEVE_DA.IA __ ·-:-:-~--::--::-c--::---:--c::---:c-~--
----S'CMS"':~L;--------;1:----- PL/1 T AE (.:6/03/75 34 7 * RAQOVS_I:<_'f_J_RAe.._BFSULT_~p_o_GB_.AN.~~-I\oi_IJ..AR TO SU~STS 
--£UMSTS 1 -PL/1--TAE-Ob/ifJ/75 3-16 * RADOVSKY TRAP RESULTS PROGRAM, SIMILAR TO SUMS"'L 
TABLE 1 DATA TAE 06/03/75 191 * CONVERSION DATA FRCM SP NUMBER TC NA~E FCR D~O 
--n e L Es.----~~~~1- ~~---;P~L a__r_AE O::~ZQ:3/ -z_g;_:--------~-2-7- * __S_t_~.Ec~_::--T:All:I£: i=oM A :r T r NG F>-Ro.:G.B..e..M-;::;-;=-----------------
--·n:::-,.,"P-3o1 1 DATA TAE 06/03/75 70 * CCNTOUR DATA FOR MEAN TEMPERATURE 
lNIVE~SITY OF HA~Ailo MG~T. SYS. OFFICE 
I 8Po P A-.:.:_:N,.,L'--'1"-'8~-~--------~ 
LVL 
VER 07/23/75 PAGE 
_B .lL_ _____ _lf>__,._2__6_._51L_ _____ 6 
SERIAL 
004A21 
TH01K=4 2 DATA TAE 06/02/75 1o522 * RAW TEMPERATURE & HUMIDITY DATA, K54 ------n1o2M~4::--___ -_-_-'~7-1;_-_-~---_-_-_-_-_-~o.c;t"AT AE o6.io2/7s,__ ___ -o--n_:,-____ -':*. _RAI'/-:=_i'EMPEPAl"uR~ &_ t-iu~fR:x::.;-y___o-~-l'h-'--iA-5~4'-------
--~fHc3M~4 2 DATA TAE06To2i7S 1o371 * RAW TEMPERATURE & HUMIDITY DATA, M54 
TH04Mf6 2 DATA TAE ~6/02/75 lo280 *RAW TEMPERATURE & HUMIDITY DATA, M66 
__ _!HOSM42 2 DATA TA~_Q_£:>/02/7<; lo2B:') * RAW _TEI-IEEE<A_T_I,)PE_&~tl\JMID_I_LY.___D_A~!t_.__ __________ ~ 
----.R09iAU 1 ----,DATA--fAE06/02/75 3-63 * RAWTEf.fPE-PATURE_&_I-<UM!DTTV-DATA. WA\J 
THlOKAD 1 DATA TAE 06/02/75 670 * RAW TEMPERATURE & HUMIDITY DATA, KAINDI 
WMCODE 1 DATA T AE 06/0 3/75 442 * ro~>~ LCH_D~T A __ r=o~_BOQE:N_Ls_ w,I rt:L..CJ:L~M~_&J<..il~FR, n & 2 
--TdMC!ST 2 PL_/_!-TAE-ci6710/7S 67 * LIST TOM lCH DATA WITH HEADER 




1 JCL TAE 06/17/75 121 * WAS:COMMUNITY ANALYSIS JCL 
1 o A T~A--iTi-'A'i-cE~-"'occ6~/7.'1-c;7;'-/-;c7~5-----1 3 7 * w~ s -:-cj)}l MAN A L 'fsT s o ATA- '-'s"'o"'-=R--=T-=E""'D=--. --,-N-co=-T--ccc-c-. ,.,-_ P,----,-A-,c TEo 






TABLE 2. Library status and activity report. This is the last page of the directory listing. The upper half 
of the report shows the library storage originally "ALLOCATED," the storage currently "IN USE," and 
the amount of storage still "AVAILABLE." In the lower half of the report is the "DATE OF LAST DUMP." 
This is the most recent date on which a back-up of the library was taken. This back-up is a tape 
file which contains a copy of all stored·data sets. Such a back-up tape is periodically generated. 
In the event of accidental destruction of the library on the disk, the library file can be quickly 
and easily recovered by restoring from the latest back-up protection file. This ensures only 
minimal losses. 
tNIVF.~SITY OF HAWAII, MG~T. SYS. OFFICE VER 07/23/75 
18P.PANLIR .~26,58 
--~R It<iT 2-UPoCCMfiEI\ 
F A N V A L E T L I 8 R A R Y S T A T U S A N D A C T I V I T Y R E P 0 R T 
8 L K S B L,_~!S_T9.J..A!-__ pv E R- UN AVA I L 0 ".!__A __ _R_M_t. __ _J:.Q_T A_L __ _ 







ILLOC~TED 3 2o298 lt800 18 1,782 6~gA~~~~~~~~~~-----~-~--------------~NUSE 1,382 228 85t512 
--i\-VAIL~BLE 400 380 
SINCE LAST DATE OF -----------CREJITIO~RECTCRY LAST DUsM~P~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---CP~D 186 6 07103/75 





TABLE 3. General uses for the different types of items stored in the 
Data Bank. 
GENERAL USE 
GENERAL COMMUNITY SPECIAL 
CATEGORY TYPE CLIMATE ANALYSIS UTILITY PURPOSE 
DATA 89 49 27 
DATA 
OTIIER 2 
FORT 6 1 
PROGRAMS PL/1 7 10 3 16 
OBJCT 1 
JCL JCL 16 1 











The operation of a general data-bank facility can be a complicated process. 
Several of the things we learned through experience greatly aided us in our 
work. It is worth briefly describing these here. 
The heart of the Data Bank is the library of programs, data sets, and job 
control procedures. The maintenance of this library is very important to the 
smooth operation of the Data Bank. Maintenance involves the indexing of the 
items in the library and their efficient updating and retrieval. The library 
should then be a compact, centralized storage facility. 
The previous example of the directory listing for the Island Ecosystems 
Data Bank (Table 1) shows that the index to the library can give a good summary 
report of what is available in the library and its current status, including 
what version it is and when it was last used. What has not been discussed is 
the ease with which each of these items (or parts of items) may be retrieved 
and used. 
The use of an item in the Island Ecosystems Data Bank requires that it be 
retrieved and then sent to the computer for processing. A series of procedures 
have been established to do this; in no case is it necessary to have the item 
repunched as a deck of cards. Transfer to the computer is by means of data sets 
which are stored on the computing system disks. Output of the library items 
may be made as listings or magnetic tape copies. Card decks may also be punched 
for distribution purposes. The entire library may be transferred to a magnetic 
tape for back-up security from loss. The date that this was last done is shown 
in Table 2. 
It is important to adopt a set of library maintenance programs which are 
both easy and inexpensive to use. We have used the Panvalet programs to 
maintain the Island Ecosystems Data Bank and feel that their capability meets 
our needs. These programs are expensive to purchase or lease (Panvalet sells 
for more than $3,000). Fortunately, these are often available to users at a 
large computer facility. At the University of Hawaii, the Management Systems 
.Office provides the programs. The alternative to using such programs is either 
to become buried under a mountain of tab cards or to have racks of magnetic 
tapes. 
loss. 
Neither of these alternatives, however, gives adequate security from 
We started our active conversion from tab cards to the disk library with 
back-up tapes the week after a fire occurred on the floor above the computing 
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center. It is better to not wait for such a motivating event to occur. A 
potential disadvantage of the Panvalet programs, although it did not affect us, 
is the need for a large space on a disk pack. Moreover, you are required to 
use SO-column records. 
One of the most time-consuming activities of the Data Bank operation has 
been the detailed checking and cross-checking required to get transcription 
errors out of sets of data. We were not able to find very many short cuts to 
simplify solving this problem. We did rely, as often as possible, on the 
cross-checking done by the originator of the data set. Often the individual 
who has collected the data has a feel for what constitutes an obvious error. 
In other cases, however, someone who is not familiar with the data can spot 
the errors, but for other reasons. To facilitate this process, we developed a 
simple listing program which allows a multi-line header to be put at the top of 
each page, gaps to be created between selected columns, and the date and time to 
be automatically included as part of the header. For many data sets, this is a 
valuable way to help the data checking procedure. 
One of the everpresent data processing needs is for statistical analyses. 
Often, with the sorts of studies we have been analyzing, this consists of 
complex data tabulations and simple descriptive statistics. We have found the 
use of a well-documented and well-tested series of programs, such as SPSS 
(Nie et al. 1975) to be adequate for most of our needs. There would have to be 
a very strong reason for any new statistical analysis program to be written. 
Data analysis programs other than those commonly thought of as statistical 
programs, were heavily used in our activities. We were fortunate in being 
able to use some computer programs developed by other groups. However, a large 
effort is generally necessary to get these programs fully operational. For 
this reason it is important to get the programs as soon as possible and to 
test them on some typical data before the actual data are put into a machine 
readable format. Reformatting data is often a difficult and time-consuming job. 
A direct-access file system based on a complex multi-key access arrangement 
was designed for the Data Bank during the early stages of the data collection 
activities (Mi, Yamashiro, and Mueller-Dombois 1972). This system, however, 
has not been implemented. While there has been a considerable effort to 
integrate the data collection, few problems have arisen which have required the 
simultaneous analysis of different sets of data. As a result, the implementation 
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and testing of such a system is being indefinitely postponed. 
We have only just begun to investigate the operation of a data bank. We 
have some ideas on the efficient handling of some kinds of data, and we have 
had experience in providing some types of data processing for these data. What 
we have not done is to address the problem of how a data bank facility can best 
serve the short- and long-term needs of the scientific community. 
For the short-run use of the data bank, we need to investigate more fully 
whether or not our procedures are optimal for data entry and analysis. For 
example, the problems of delays in the analysis of data were all too common; 
we would like to have avoided these delays. In many cases, special purpose 
programs were developed which should have been covered by more general programs. 
Even very general processing problems were not adequately handled by good 
programs. In some cases, we tried to fill general needs by developing general 
capability software. Unfortunately, however, there is currently no adequate 
mechanism for the dissemination of such programs to the other data bank organi-
zations. 
In the longer term, we have little idea how valuable the stored data will 
be to future users. We have had little inter-investigator use of data with the 
exception of items such as the climate data. The use of these data, however, 
has come from the technical reports which provide summaries at several levels 
of reduction. The off-line disk storage which we have adopted as the long-term 
storage medium is not expensive, however, so that even if the data are not often 
used, their maintenance will be inexpensive. 
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